Moran's eigenvectors maps (MEM) are attractive mathematical objects as they are fairly simple to calculate and can be used in most studies of spatially-explicit data. There is, however, an aspect of MEM analysis that still requires some investigation: the effect of irregular sampling on their modeling performance. This study investigates empirically the behavior of MEMs under different irregularity schemes. It is focusing on simulated scenarios representing sampling designs frequently encountered in ecology. We advocate that MEMs can be computed and correctly used with data coming from irregularly designed sampling surveys, given some precautions. We suggest that when the sampling sites are equally spaced but do not cover the entire study area, the MEMs can be computed directly on the coordinates of the sampling sites without any important loss of information. Whereas, when the phenomenon of interest is tackled using randomly stratified sampling designs, the MEMs should be computed on a reconstructed space of regular sampling sites followed by removal of the missing sites, before analysis. This solution of rebuilding a (regular) sampling space guarantees to capture the underlying process under study, improves the modeling results and relaxes the impact of the choice of the weighting matrix on the computation of MEMs.
Introduction
Ecosystems in general and marine communities in particular are complex systems composed of a large number of entities interacting with one another at various spatial and temporal scales. Characterization of these scales is an essential step to understand and predict the effects of changes in the processes governing these systems. It relies on mathematical and statistical methods that allow the quantitative description of the spatial and temporal complexity and are sufficiently robust to handle any type of sampling designs. Marine ecological surveys are often irregular (i.e. unevenly spaced) in space or time. Irregularity seems to be the rule rather than the exception. Sampling irregularity may have different causes and consequently display different patterns. In this study, we are dealing with two types of irregularity: (i) a ''random'' irregularity encountered when the phenomenon of interest is tackled using randomly stratified sampling designs or the dataset contains missing sites or time points, and (ii) a ''constrained'' irregularity, when the sampling sites are equally spaced but do not cover the entire study area because topography or other constraints prevent sampling in some sections (i.e. partial coverage).
Observed spatial distributions of species may arise from a plurality of endogenous and exogenous processes (e.g. species interactions, growth, population dynamics, physical forcing) occurring at multiple spatial scales (Vaclavik et al., 2012) . This mixture of processes and scales clearly calls for mathematical tools capable of accounting for or modeling such patterns (Dray et al., 2012) . Among the statistical methods, the Moran Eigenvector Maps (MEM, Dray et al., 2006) and its original form, the Principal Coordinates of Neighbor Matrices (PCNM, Borcard and Legendre, 2002) , are good candidates for analyzing such patterns. MEMs are derived from spectral graph theory and characterize a wide range of autocorrelation structures based on the survey design, i.e. the distances between the n sampling sites or times (Dray et al., 2006) . It is thus a spectral decomposition of the spatial (or temporal) relationships among the sampling sites (or dates). This decomposition generates (n−1) eigenfunctions, which are new orthogonal variables that can be used in statistical models as explanatory variables representing the spatial or temporal relationships among the study sites.
The MEMs and derived approaches have proved very helpful in studying the spatial and temporal distributions of ecological communities (Bellchambers et al., 2011; Brind'Amour et al., 2005; Mikulyuk et al., 2011) . However, these studies have been conducted almost exclusively in a context of regular sampling. Although no technical reason prevents the spectral decomposition in a context of irregular sampling sites (i.e. unequally-spaced sampling sites), little is actually known regarding the behavior of the MEMs in such a context. When Borcard and Legendre (2002) first introduced the PCNM approach, they mentioned that irregular sampling schemes affected the amplitude, the phase and the periods of the sine waves generated by the PCNM. They suggested that PCNM developed with irregular sampling sites are suitable descriptors but likely consist of multiple spatial scales, making the interpretation of the spatial descriptors more difficult. Dray et al. (2006) elaborated a little more on the sensitivity of the connectivity matrix in the case of irregular distribution of sampling sites and illustrated the consequences of the sampling irregularity on the number of positive/negative eigenvalues and the spatial structures described by the associated eigenvectors. They came to the conclusion that sampling irregularity, defined through the spatial relationships among neighboring sites, may have substantial impact on the behavior and interpretation of the MEMs. Ecological surveys are designed to study processes overriding the spatial and temporal distribution of species. However, in some cases it is difficult or impossible to sample over the whole area where a specific ecological process occurs. For instance, recruitment of a species may take place in shallow coastal areas where the draft of the boat prevents access. In that case, the observation scale (study extent) at which sampling is conducted is smaller than the ecological scale at which the process occurs. Such a mismatch between the observation and process scales may also have a significant effect on the interpretation of the MEM.
In cases of regular sampling with some points of the grid missing, it is common practice to develop the MEMs on the original matrix of sampling coordinates of the irregularly distributed sites (FuentesRodriguez et al., 2013; Jombart et al., 2008; Sattler et al., 2010; Mikulyuk et al., 2011; Sharma et al., 2011; Vaclavik et al., 2012) . However, as suggested by Borcard and Legendre (2002) , one can develop the MEMs on a transformed matrix of coordinates that has been filled with supplementary sampling sites to make it regular; by construction MEMs are orthogonal to one another. The added sites are then removed after the MEM have been computed (i.e. rows of the eigenvector matrix; Blanchet et al., 2013 and Borcard et al., 2004) . This procedure presents however the disadvantage of loosing practical mathematical properties of the MEMs: the orthogonality among the MEMs and the maximization of spatial autocorrelation (Moran's I). The choice of filling or not the voids with supplementary sites, prior to the computation of the MEMs, and the number of supplementary sites needed to attain a sufficiently fine resolution without major loss of orthogonality, remain key questions in the development and interpretation of MEMs.
This study aims at empirically shedding light on some key questions about the development and interpretation of MEMs: Is the MEM approach relevant with irregular sampling designs? Do the MEMs developed with irregular sampling sites capture the spatial scales they are supposed to capture? Is there an irregularity threshold beyond which MEMs cannot be safely used? Is there a solution to counteract the problems caused by sampling irregularity? Should we compute MEMs using supplementary sites, or not? Using simulations, we empirically investigated the impact of various irregular sampling schemes (irregular distribution of sites and partial coverage of a study area) in the development and interpretation of the MEMs. We focused on a selection of scenarios characterizing sampling designs frequently encountered in ecological studies.
Methods and data

Simulation approach
Investigation of the MEM behavior with regard to sampling irregularity was done by testing the ability of the MEMs to correctly detect spatial structures commonly observed in ecology under three different scenarios of sampling irregularity. The simulations were designed to mimic sampling strategies frequently encountered in ecological studies. They were based on three components that may affect the computation and interpretation of the MEMs: (i) irregularity of the sampling sites produced by sub-sampling the sampling zone (i.e. random sampling), (ii) irregularity of the sampling sites generated by partial coverage of the sampling zone (i.e. blocks of unsampled sites), and (iii) the process-observation mismatch, i.e. whether the observations match or not the scale of the ecological process under study. We focused on three combinations of these components that we called scenarios (see below). Each scenario is thus answering a specific question regarding irregularity in sampling strategies. All simulations were replicated 100 times by modifying the spatial coordinates of the samples. Precisely, we randomly sampled over the complete grid the number of cells corresponding to the subsampling thresholds.
In each scenario, we compared two approaches for computing MEMs ( Fig. 1 ):
• The complete-grid approach (MEM comp ): compute the MEM from the coordinates of all sites in the full grid, including the unsampled points, then remove from the MEM matrix the rows that correspond to the unsampled sites.
• The reduced-grid approach (MEM red ): use only the geographic coordinates of the sampled sites to construct the MEM data matrix. That approach is commonly used in the literature.
Scenario 1: Random sampling design (S1)
The first scenario tested the ability of the MEM to correctly capture the spatial structure in the case of a random sampling strategy. Random sampling was assessed at eight different thresholds (25%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 100%), representing the percentage of the studied area covered by the sampled sites. Although the lower thresholds (25%) may seem quite small, they are representative of what ecologists use in randomly stratified scientific surveys (Brind'Amour et al., 2014) . In this scenario, irregularity was random and created unequal distances between neighboring sampled sites (Fig. 2) . The process under study matched the observation scale and occurred at ''global'' scale, that is, over the entire zone under study. In that scenario, the distances between neighboring sites increased in irregularity as the threshold decreased. 
Scenario 2: Blocks of missing data (S2)
The second scenario was developed to test the ability of MEMs to correctly capture the spatial structure when the survey includes blocks of missing observations, such as inaccessible areas ( Fig. 2 ; Jones et al., 2008) . In this scenario, the sampled sites covered 50% of the whole area. They were regularly spaced, but as the area was greatly reduced, the distances between sites were irregular. The process under study occurred at ''global'' scale and did not match the observation scale.
Scenario 3: Random sampling design and blocks of missing data on a global structure (S3)
This scenario tested the capacity of MEMs to capture the spatial structure when the survey is randomly designed and includes blocks of missing observations (as in the second scenario). In that scenario, the sampled area covered 50% of the total area and we tested the effect of different sampling thresholds on the MEMs (Fig. 2) . The process occurred at ''global'' scale and did not match the observation scale.
MEM computation
There are various ways of computing MEMs (see Dray et al., 2006 and for details). In our simulations, we computed both MEMs and db-MEMs following the steps described in Dray et al. (2006) using the packages spacemakeR (Dray, 2013) and spdep (Bivand et al. 2013 (Bivand et al. , 2015 in R (R Core Team, 2014) . It is worth mentioning that the package adespatial recently developed by Dray et al. (2016) can now compute the MEMs and db-MEMs. Differences between the two types of MEMs are summarized in Appendix A1. The two types were calculated on a matrix of 20 × 20 = 400 sites for the three scenarios. They were computed using a distance matrix transformed into a similarity matrix (Legendre and Legendre 2012, p.861) weighed by a connectivity matrix (see details in Appendix A1).
Predefined spatial structures
Different ways can be used to simulate spatial structures. For instance, one can use the MEMs themselves to generate response values or simulate independent geostatistical distributions. In here, we simulated the spatial structures using the MEM themselves and using empirical variograms with various ranges to modify the degree of spatial autocorrelation. The use of the MEMs themselves was done as an ''experiment'' to verify if we could correctly capture the predefined MEM as a spatial structure. With that approach we were expecting to capture perfectly the modeled spatial structure with the MEM comp given that the same MEM served as the response and it was also included in the set of explanatory variables. The predefined spatial structures were created from MEMs computed on a 2D regular grid of 20 by 20 cells (n = 400 cells). For the three scenarios, we selected four MEMs from the entire set produced (MEM #1 called MEM01, 10, 150, 350; Fig. 3 ). In the three scenarios, the selected MEMs were analyzed as separate response variables (i.e. single variable), corresponding to a gradient of spatial structures varying from coarse to very fine spatial scales. Coarse spatial scale was characterized by large positive eigenvalues, medium spatial scale by intermediate positive eigenvalues, fine spatial scale by small negative eigenvalues, and very fine spatial scale by large negative eigenvalues. For each studied jth MEM, called Y j with j = 1, . . . , 4, representing a selected predefined spatial structure, a random noise was added using values sampled from a normal distribution with mean of 0 and standard deviation of 0.05, N(0, 0.05).
The second type of predefined spatial structures were developed using geostatistical distributions. The four predefined spatial structures modeled corresponded to a gradient of spatial scales varying from coarse to very fine spatial scales (Fig. 3) . Empirical variograms were developed using spatially correlated random fields computed on a 2D regular grid of 20 by 20 cells (n = 400 cells) followed by unconditional Gaussian simulations (Pebesma, 2004) . The variogram (γ ) was modeled using a spherical model (Cressie 1993, for more details):
where γ (h) is the variogram value at distance h, a is the range, i.e. the distance, h, beyond which the autocorrelation is presumably zero, and c is the sill, i.e. the value at which the variogram levels off. For the simulations we arbitrarily fixed c at a value equal to 5 and varied the range from a coarse (a = 20 cell length), to medium (a = 5), to fine (a = 3), and very fine spatial autocorrelation structure (a = 1).
To simulate the four spatial structures we fixed the beta coefficients to zero (i.e. no linear trend) and as mentioned above we varied the range. The simulations were repeated 100 times per spatial structure using R package gstat (Pebesma, 2004) . 
MEM evaluation
The predefined spatial structures were used as response variablesY in linear regression models to evaluate the MEM behavior. We compared the two following:
where ε (j) i ∼ N (0; σ ) and Y (j) is fixed to be either the jth MEMS or variogram simulations, in the three scenarios, a vector of length n with the number of observed sites (depending on the number of missing sites). MEM comp (resp.MEM red ) is the matrix of predictor variables,
is a line vector containing the ith line of matrix MEM, β is the column vector of parameters (regression coefficients) to be estimated, and m is the intercept.
The ability of MEM analysis to correctly capture the predefined spatial structures was evaluated using five criteria: the number of significant MEM comp and MEM red in each scenario, the adjusted R 2 of the fitted models, and the collinearity (estimated by Pearson correlation coefficients) between the members of the subset of MEM comp considered as predictors. The first criterion (i.e. number significant MEM) was obtained from multiple regression analyses after forward selection between the response variable Y and the explanatory MEM (spatial descriptors). Given that (n − 1) MEMs are generated, the choice of a method to correctly select significant MEMs with regard to the overestimation of the variance explained is an important issue that has been discussed (Blanchet et al., 2008) . Here, we used a forward selection analysis based on a permutation procedure (forward.sel function) developed by S. Dray in the R package packfor. It follows the recommendations of Blanchet et al. (2008) and Munoz (2009) to split the regression model in different parts (or submodels) to circumvent the problem of over parameterization. Here we divided MEMs into four submodels corresponding to a gradient of spatial structures varying from coarse to very fine spatial scales. Coarse spatial scale was mainly characterized by large positive eigenvalues, medium spatial scale by intermediate positive Fig. 4 . MEM simulations. Comparison of the two approaches to compute MEMs in the three scenarios. By column, (a-c) display the adjusted R 2 and (d-f) the number of MEM comp or percentage of MEM red required to model the various predefined spatial structures at different sampling thresholds (abscissa for S1 and S3: 10%, 25%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 100%). Results are presented for the two most contrasted spatial structures (coarser spatial scale: filled circles, black; finer spatial scale: empty squares, gray). Solid lines correspond to MEM comp while the dashed lines correspond to MEM red . Intervals correspond to plus and minus the standard deviation estimated from the 100 replicated simulations. Results for all simulations are presented in Appendix B (Fig. B1 to B3 ).
eigenvalues, fine spatial scale by small negative eigenvalues, and very fine spatial scale by large negative eigenvalues. The significance of regressions was tested as suggested in Blanchet et al. (2008) , by applying a forward selection on each submodel with a double stopping rule (i.e. α threshold and a maximum threshold for the global model). This procedure controls for type I error inflation. The predicted values were estimated using linear regression models by fitting the significant MEM (previously identified) to the response variable Y (i.e. predefined spatial structure).
Results
Scenarios
The simulations were conducted using MEMs and db-MEMs. As no difference was found between the two types of MEMs, only the results with MEM, generalization of db-MEM, are presented here for two extreme cases of the predefined spatial structures (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 ), the coarser and finer spatial scales using the MEMs (MEM01 and MEM350) and the variogram simulations (ranges = 20 and 3).
The Appendix B contains results for all the spatial scales (including those presented here) calculated for the two types of spatial structures (MEMs and variograms) and the three scenarios.
Scenario 1: Random sampling design (S1)
MEM spatial structures − Comparison of the MEM comp and the MEM red suggests that the first approach globally outperformed the second (Fig. B1, Appendix B) . As expected, the MEM comp always captured the predefined spatial structure and showed adjusted R 2 always above those of MEM red ( Fig. 4a and d) . That result stands for the sub-sampling thresholds that could be tested independently of the spatial scale of the spatial structure (j = 1 and 2 in (2) and (3)). Indeed, at low sampling thresholds (i.e. 25 and 10%) when the number of explanatory variables equals or exceeds the number of sites, no MEMcomp is included in the models, thereby lowering the adjusted R 2 to 0. On the other hand, when the MEMs are computed directly from the reduced matrix of coordinates (the Comparison of the two approaches to compute MEMs in the three scenarios. By column, (a-c) display the adjusted R 2 and (d-f) the number of MEM required to model the various predefined spatial structures at different sampling thresholds (abscissa: 25%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 100%). Results are presented for the two most contrasted spatial structures (coarser spatial scale: black filled circles; finer spatial scale: gray empty squares). Solid lines correspond to MEM comp while the dashed lines correspond to MEM red . Intervals correspond to plus and minus the standard deviation estimated from the 100 replicated simulations. Results for all simulations are presented in Appendix B (Fig. B4 to B6 ). reduced approach, equation (3)), it takes between 2 and 7 MEMs to capture the predefined spatial structure (regardless of the sub-sampling threshold). That approach of computing MEMs succeeds in modeling the coarse predefined spatial structure with adjusted R 2 comparable to those obtained for the MEM comp but fails in capturing fine spatial structures with adjusted R 2 varying between 0 and 0.5. With the MEM red the property of orthogonality is preserved and the MEMs are thus uncorrelated to one another. This property also holds for all sub-sampling thresholds. This is not the case for the MEM comp where orthogonality is lost when the missing sampling sites are removed. Nevertheless, the correlation coefficients among the MEM comp are very low as they never reach values higher than 0.12 (Fig. B1, Appendix B) .
Variogram simulations − Results of the modeling of the variogram simulations using the MEM comp and the MEM red are in line with the previous results using the MEM as spatial structures (Fig. B4 , Appendix B): the MEM comp slightly outperformed the MEM red . The MEM comp always captured the predefined spatial structure and showed adjusted R 2 almost always above those of MEM red (Fig. 5) . However, as shown previously, at low sampling thresholds (i.e. 25 and 10%) the selection procedure rarely captures any MEM comp (Fig. 5d) . On the other hand, when the MEMs are computed directly from the reduced matrix of coordinates (the reduced approach, equation (3)), it takes between 10 to 40 of the generated MEMs to capture the predefined spatial structure. That approach of computing MEMs succeeds in capturing the predefined spatial structure below 50% but displays higher variability at low sampling thresholds. For the two approaches, the effect of sub-sampling on the global fit of the predefined spatial structure grows worst as the scale of the spatial structure decreases. For instance, when the structures are characterized by coarse spatial scales, the adjusted R 2 stabilizes at ∼0.85 for all the sub-sampling thresholds above 50% of the sampled area ( Fig. 5a and c) . When spatial structures are defined at fine spatial scales, MEM comp shows on average a better fit of ∼10%. The two approaches fail in capturing the spatial structures at low sampling thresholds.
Scenario 2: Blocks of missing data (S2)
MEM spatial structures − When the spatial structures occur at coarse (MEM01 and MEM10) spatial scales, the MEM red and MEM comp give similar results (Fig. B2, Appendix B) . The two approaches slightly differ when the spatial structures are at fine scales (MEM1, MEM10). In these cases, it takes on average 5 to 15 MEM red to detect the predefined spatial structure but it never succeeds in modeling the spatial structure as efficiently as with MEM comp (Fig. 4b) . Indeed, when the MEM comp are used, they systematically captured the modeled MEM and showed adjusted R 2 values 5% to 15% higher than when using the MEM red . In these cases, the collinearity induced by removing the supplementary sites is always well below 0.1% (Fig. B2, Appendix B) .
Variogram simulations − When the predefined spatial structures are developed using variogram simulations, the results are very similar to those presented above, i.e. the MEM red and MEM comp give similar results notwithstanding the simulated spatial scales (Fig. 5b and Fig. B5, Appendix B) . They both show decreasing adjusted R 2 and increasing uncertainty at medium and fine spatial structures.
Scenario 3: Random sampling design and blocks of missing data on a global structure (S3)
MEM spatial structures − Results for that scenario are similar to those obtained in S1: the MEM comp slightly outperformed the MEM red ( Fig. 4c and f) . In contrast to S1, the results in S3 indicate a stronger impact of increasing irregularities (i.e. increasing sub-sampling) on the capacity of the MEM (both MEM comp and MEM red ) to correctly detect the predefined spatial structure (Fig. B3 , Appendix B). The MEM comp systematically selected the predefined spatial structure at subsampling above 50% ( Fig. 4f ; Fig. B3 in Appendix B). The effect of irregularity is most obvious using the MEM red and notably when modeling fine spatial structures. In that case, the adjusted R 2 drops more rapidly than it did in S1 and never reaches values above 0.3 (Fig. 4c) . The counterpart of using MEM comp is emphasized by the collinearity, which sometimes reaches values equal to 0.1 (Fig. B3, Appendix B) .
Variogram simulations − Results for that scenario are also very similar to those obtained in S1 and using the MEM as spatial structures (Fig. 5c and f) . In contrast to S1, the results in S3 indicate a stronger difference between the two approaches on the capacity of the MEM to correctly detect the spatial structure (Fig. B6, Appendix B) . The MEM comp selected the simulated spatial structure (Fig. 5c ) and reached better fits between 10 to 40% in comparison to the MEM red , at levels of sub-sampling above 50% (Fig. B6 in Appendix B) . As in S1, at low sampling thresholds (i.e. <50%), very few MEM comp are included in the models whereas 5 to 10 MEM red are selected to reach adjusted R 2 varying between 0.70 (coarse spatial scales) and 0.1 (fine spatial scales).
Discussion
The number of studies using the MEM approach and its derivatives has more than doubled in recent years (Bellchambers et al., 2011; Blanchet et al., 2013; Fuentes-Rodriguez et al., 2013; Jombart et al., 2008; Mikulyuk et al., 2011; Sattler et al., 2010; Sharma et al., 2011 Sharma et al., , 2012 Vaclavik et al., 2012) ; the original papers describing the method received hundreds of citations listed on Web of Science and Google Scholars. Most of these applications used irregular sampling designs. However, very few of them have actually discussed the effect of irregularity on the development and interpretation of the MEM (Blanchet et al., 2013; Borcard et al., 2004) . Our study aimed at investigating empirically the capacity of MEM analysis to correctly identify predefined spatial structures at various spatial scales, under different scenarios of irregularity. This was done to help ecologists use the full potential of the MEM approach in ecological modeling. We suggest to develop the MEMs on a regular sampling grid, followed by removal of the missing sites. We also warn against sampling irregularity when the sampling sites cover a low proportion of the studied area and when one wishes to model ecological processes occurring at very fine spatial scales.
MEM red or the common way of computing the MEMs
Our study tested the performance of two ways of computing MEMs (MEM comp and MEM red ) to correctly captured different predefined spatial structures. This was done with the objective of comparing the commonest way of computing the MEM (MEM red ) with another less common approach (MEM comp ). We used two types of predefined spatial structures, one based on the MEM themselves, that can be seen as tautological (or dependent) with the MEM comp , and another way using independent spatial structures. We considered the primer predefined spatial structure as a ''controlled situation'' where we were expecting to capture perfectly the pattern using the MEM comp . In that sense, the MEM comp responded as expected and gave almost a perfect fit notwithstanding the scenario and the spatial scales. It was more a less a test for the MEM red as most of the studies using the MEMs are developing the MEMs directly on the sample sites without filling the voids (e.g. Mikulyuk et al., 2011 and Sattler et al., 2010) . For that type of MEMs construction, results were generally considered good or lukewarm at broader and finer spatial scales respectively.
The independent predefined spatial structures (i.e. variograms) were used as comparison between the two types of MEMs. When the selection procedure allowed the MEM comp to be computed (here, threshold >50%), they MEM comp showed between 10 to 15% better fit than the MEM red . At low thresholds, i.e. when the proportion of sites sampled is low given the surface of the studied zone (<50% or less) and broad spatial structures are expected, we suggest that the MEM red can be safely used.
Irregularity: effect of random design vs blocks of missing data
In this study we showed that removing blocks of sampling sites (e.g. scenario S2) was less harmful to the conclusions than randomly removing the same number of sites (50% threshold in S1) in a regularly-spaced design. This can be explained by the fact that the proportion of regular distances among the sites in the first case is kept relatively high in comparison to the second case where any distance can be eliminated. Recent studies using the MEMs (Bellchambers et al., 2011; Fuentes-Rodriguez et al., 2013; Mikulyuk et al., 2011; Sattler et al., 2010; Sharma et al., 2011; Vaclavik et al., 2012) fell in our S2 and S3 scenarios with varying sub-sampling thresholds (all below 40%). They developed the MEMs directly on the coordinates of the sampling sites without adding supplementary sites. Given the results of our simulations, these studies might have missed some spatial scales of variability and presumably underestimated the importance of the predictors in terms of their contributions to the overall goodness of fit of their models. While this shortcoming most likely did not affect the spatial patterns they observed, it might have had some influence on the relative contributions of the spatial components they estimated in their variance partitioning analyses (Fuentes-Rodriguez et al., 2013; Mikulyuk et al., 2011; Sattler et al., 2010) . Munoz (2009) developed and tested a smoothing model to select significant distance-based eigenvector maps (DBEM, a particular case of MEM), on a regular and irregular sampling designs. He found no difference between the two designs and concluded that the DBEM approach was highly suitable for analyzing ecological surveys. Munoz results cannot be compared directly with ours, as his smoothing model does not keep, by definition, individual elements (i.e. MEMs) but rather combines them in sub-models using smoothing windows. Notwithstanding this difference, our results showed that at a low sub-sampling threshold (>90% of the sites kept) the models developed using the MEM red produced similar but not as good results as those developed with the MEM comp approach. In a sense, this is in agreement with what Munoz observed in his work as his regular and irregular sampling schemes were composed of the same number of sites (2500 points) and only differed in their spatial positions. Whether the conclusions of Munoz (2009) 
Rebuilding regularity: an efficient solution
When they first introduced the PCNM method, Borcard and Legendre (2002) suggested to outwit the problem of missing observations by adding geographic coordinates in the dataset prior to MEM computation. The solution used here slightly differs from theirs, as we are filling the voids as they suggested, but we are adding supplementary sites to mimic a regular sampling scheme. As advocated by Dray et al. (2006, p. 487) , the choice of a spatial weighting matrix W is crucial in the computation of MEMs and in the case of regular sampling, the structures defined by the eigenvectors (i.e. MEMs) are less sensitive to the choice of W. Therefore, recreating a regular sampling matrix offers the advantage of allowing the computation of the MEMs using any neighboring relationships in W, in addition to keeping a fine spatial resolution among the sites. Here we rebuilt a ''rectangular cuboid '' grid by using the maximum and minimum values on the X and Y axes. This way of recreating a complete and regular sampling grid may not always be the optimal technique, particularly when the sampling zone has the shape of a ''rectangular parallelepiped''. In that case, our technique may artificially expand the sampling zone and thus the number of MEM. We suggest that special care should be taken when developing the complete sampling grid (i.e. cell size and shape of the total extent). On the other hand, if one decide to use the MEMs that are computed directly on the matrix with missing observations, the choice of the weighting matrix should be optimized (Dray et al., 2006) .
Building the MEMs on a reconstructed matrix of regular sampling has two drawbacks. First, it introduces correlations among the MEM, thus losing, to a certain degree, the orthogonality property of the MEM. This was already pointed out by Borcard and Legendre (2002) and Borcard et al. (2004 Borcard et al. ( , p. 1828 ). Here we confirm that statement: with irregular sampling surveys, one has to accept the compromise of losing the appealing property of orthogonality in the modeling process. Second, the selection procedure (if correctly applied) stops when the number of variables exceeds the number of sites. This situation can be circumvented by maintaining the number of variables lower than the number of sampling sites by, for instance, dividing the MEMs selection in different submodels and correcting accordingly for type 1 error. This situation cannot happen with the MEM red , because their number will always be less than the total number of sites and they may captured a spatial structure notwithstanding the sub-sampling level. In cases where sampling irregularity is very high and induces strong correlations between MEM comp , one may use MEM red . However, in such cases the MEM approach may not be the most appropriate modeling technique, although alternatives are scarce (e.g. Empirical Orthogonal Functions, Kutzbach, 1967) .
In this study, we explored the efficiency of rebuilding a regular sampling grid prior to calculation of the MEMs by testing the ability of the ''reconstructed'' MEMs to correctly capture the different predefined spatial structures. Application of such a solution indicated that the predefined spatial structure was identified and showed very good adjustment for all the scenarios, using an appropriate statistical selection procedure. That solution also succeeded well in modeling the various spatial structures tested, from coarse to medium spatial scales. Rebuilding a regular sampling grid has an interesting advantage of assessing the inter-annual comparison of spatial structures using randomly stratified sampling designs. Given that the reconstructed grid is common to all the sampling years, the spatial analyses can thus be done on the same basis thereby allowing direct comparison of the spatial scales among years.
Strong effect of irregularity with fine spatial structures
Whether very small and negative eigenvalues should be included in a modeling process remains an open debate (Munoz, 2009) and is beyond the scope of this study. Nevertheless, our simulations suggest that one should be very cautious manipulating fine spatial structures in highly irregular sampling surveys. Indeed, the MEM red were less efficient in capturing the finer spatial scales, as showed their lower R 2 . The failure of the two MEMs approaches to capture the fine spatial scales using the variogram simulations (i.e. range equal to 1) can be explained by the choice of the grid size that we used (distance between two sites equals 1). This underlines and confirms that when the scale of the pattern is smaller than the between sites distance of the sampling design, we are not able to detect a signal.
Conclusion
Our simulations dealt with relatively simple spatial structures (i.e. simulations with various ranges or predefined MEMs), while in most ecological studies, the spatial distribution of species is more complex and varies over a wide range of spatial scales. We tested two ways of computing the MEMs and conclude that both approaches can be used in case of sampling irregularity. Nevertheless some precautions must be taken to prevent their misuse. When the MEMs are computed on the ''complete'' or reconstructed space of the sampling sites prior to analysis, we suggest that the sets of eigenvectors with positive and negative eigenvalues can be used safely together in further analyses, given that a relevant selection procedure of significant variables is used. In our simulations no difference was found between the computation of MEMs or db-MEMs. In all scenarios, developing MEM over the complete area and subsequently reducing them to fit the sampling design created correlations among the MEMs (i.e. non-orthogonal eigenvectors), however, the values of the correlations were low (maximum of 0.10 in absolute value) and did not preclude the use of the MEM comp as spatial descriptors in (partial) regression or canonical analyses. The importance of the correlations among the MEMs in highly complex ecosystems remains to be tested. For that particular aspect we call upon mathematicians to study the properties of the MEM comp in a reduced sampling design and particularly the loss of equivalence between eigenvalues and Moran's I. We also showed that MEMs can be computed directly on the coordinates when blocks of sites are missing, without any significant loss of information, and correctly interpreted if the process under study matches the scale of observation, which is generally the case. However, when the MEMs are computed directly using the spatial coordinates, special care should be taken in defining a relevant connectivity matrix and thus choosing appropriate neighboring relationships. The developments here were applied in a spatial context, although similar conclusions could likely be drawn for temporal analyses.
